
ORIGIN T-SHIRT
The Origin t-shirt pays homage to where the Honda legacy began. The 
land of the Rising Sun is the birthplace of Soichiro Honda’s Dream of 
becoming a motorcycle manufacturer, and competing and winning an 
international flagship race event, namely the Isle of Mann TT. 

Since the late 1950s, Honda has produced well over 150 million 
motorcycles worldwide and has had over 625 GP wins.

The iconic RC161 featured on this t-shirt is the first 6 speed Honda to 
compete in the 250cc class. This machine took Honda to the winners’ 
stand with a third-place finish in the 1960 West German GP. 

Mens (white) 
July 2010
100% cotton 
Part No L08TS060HC 
Sizes S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL 
RRP $39

Ladies (red) 
July 2010
100% cotton 
Part No. L08TS061HC 
Sizes 8/10/12/14/16 
RRP $39
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The Power of Dreams

Honda Motorcycles

HONDA RETRO
The Honda Retro logo, as it is commonly known amongst enthusiasts, 
comes from the defining 70s and 80s era of motorcycling. The yellow Retro 
logo first debuted in the early 70s and was featured on Honda motorcycles 
throughout the majority of the decade up until the early 80s. The red, white 
and blue Retro logo featured on motorcycles from the mid to late 80s and 
still resonates with fans from that era of motorcycling.

Red T-Shirt 
Available now 
100% cotton  
Mens Part No. L08TS400RR 
Sizes S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL 
RRP $35

Kids Part No. L08TS401RR 
Sizes 4/6/8/10/12 
RRP $25

Black T-Shirt 
September 2010 
100% cotton 
Part No. L08TS402RB 
Sizes S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL 
RRP $39

Retro Hoodie 
September 2010 
High grade cotton 350gsm 
Part No. L08HD004N 
Sizes S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL 
RRP $79

HISTORY T-SHIRT
This unique shirt features a snapshot of advertising and articles from the 
early days of Honda, including the iconic ‘You meet the Nicest People on a 
Honda’ ad, a hugely successful 60s campaign instrumental in the Super Cub’s 
success worldwide. The Elsinore CR250M also featured on this shirt, was 
Honda’s first off-road production model with a 2-stroke engine.

October 2010 
Part No L08TS063HC 
Sizes S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL

RRP $39



EST. 1948

SINCE 1948 T-SHIRT
Honda’s first motorcycle was born out of 
necessity in immediate post World War II 
 Japan, where public transportation was 
desperately overcrowded and gasoline  
severely restricted. Soichiro Honda’s  
first product, the A-type bicycle engine, 
was only the beginning of the legacy that 
would result in some of the world’s leading 
technology in motorcycling.

August 2010 
Part No L08TS062HC 
Sizes S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL 
RRP $39

FRAMED IMAGES
X-Large Framed, A1 Size Illustration 
This impressive collectable framed 
illustration pays homage to the legendary 
motorcycles that put Honda’s name 
firmly on the world racing stage. Honda 
set itself apart from other Japanese 
motorcycle manufacturers by entering 
the first ever Japanese team into World 
Championship competition, at the Isle 
of Man TT race in 1959. Honda entered 
four 125cc bikes and claimed 6th, 7th, 8th 
and 11th in the 125cc light weight class, 
as well as taking out the Manufacturers’  
Team Award, which prompted Honda 
to compete in the full GP series in the following year. The journey that 
began in 1959, and includes over 600 World Championship race wins, has 
been illustrated by Japanese artist Kendge Seevert and framed in Australia. 
Seevert is renowned amongst expert motorcycle enthusiasts for his highly 
detailed illustrations of world class racing cars and motorcycles, and for his 
ability to painstakingly research his subject material to maintain historical 
accuracy. This limited edition frame features illustrations of eighteen race 
bikes and three Production Racing motorcycles, starting with the 1959 
RC142 Naomi Taniguchi raced to 6th place at Honda’s first Isle of Man, 
through to the 1967 RC181 winner of the Isle of Man TT by Mike 
Hailwood. The print is UV protected and displayed on an acid free matte 
board, in a frame of walnut coloured wood. Each frame comes with an 
individually numbered metal name plaque. 

Part No. L08FR100RC.  (Frame Size: 83.7cm x 135cm) 
RRP $499.95

In addition to this framed image, the other  
framed images (A3 print size) are:

1960 RC143 Part No. L08FR001DC
1960 DREAM CB72 Part No. L08FR002DC
1962 CR110 CUB RACING Part No. L08FR003DC
1985 NSR500 Part No. L08FR005DC
RRP $145

THE POWER OF DREAMS
Honda is a company built on the Power of Dreams:  your dreams 
and ours. We make our dreams a reality so that you can realise yours. 
Our founder, Soichiro Honda was a dreamer. As his close friend 
and former Honda president, Kiyoshi Kawashima said: ‘He would 
have a goal so enormous it seemed like a dream, and he’d just blurt 
it out. Then, once he’d come out and said it, eventually he would 
be certain to achieve it.’ With this characteristic passion and drive, 
Soichiro established the Honda Motor Company, in 1948. 

The pursuit of dreams was intrinsic to the success of Honda, the 
man. And to this day it remains the driving inspiration of Honda, 
the company. Dreams spur our continued achievement in every 
sphere of motor sport and the advancement of leading edge 
technology. The Power of Dreams is our driving spirit – ensuring 
that Honda is always working for tomorrow, pushing the limits of 
mobility for the 21st century. KIDS HOODIE

280gsm cotton.

Classic Wing logo on the front.

Part No. L08HD006R 
Sizes 4/6/8/10/12 
RRP $45

THE DREAM IS REALISED
The very first motorcycle Honda made was named the “Dream”, a name 
that seemed to symbolise Honda itself, and this machine was certainly 
the embodiment of the company’s dream of becoming a motorcycle 
manufacturer. This original Wing logo was developed to symbolise the 
inspiration that goes into the design of every new motorcycle.

“When I asked what it should be named a friend of mine said to me ‘why 
don’t you name it Dream’ because you are always chasing dreams? I told 
this idea to my young staff and they said that will be a good name because 
its always nice to have dreams. You know, dreams always run away from you. 
Whenever I realise a dream, it starts to run away from me so I start chasing it 
again. I guess I am in constant pursuit of dreams.” – Soichiro Honda

T-Shirt 
Part No. L08TS003DC 
Sizes S/M/L/XL/2XL/3XL 
RRP $35

Cap 
Part No. L08CP003DC.  
RRP $25

SHOT GLASS SET
The historic Dream Wing logo is featured in metallic 
gold on the front and also has a gold rim. 

Set of 2.   
Part No. L08SG300DC 
RRP $25


